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§ In 2020 and into 2021, Australia has already experienced four major natural disasters that claimed the lives of 38 people, destroyed over 
10,000 buildings and hectares, and costed trillions of dollars:

🔥 The 2019-20 bushfire season: 34 deaths, 10,000 buildings destroyed
🔥 The Wooroloo bushfire (2021): 86 buildings destroyed on 10,900 hectares

💧 The Eastern Australia floods (2021): 3 deaths

💨 Cyclone Seroja (2021): 1 death

§ It seems that formerly “once-in-a-century” natural disasters like the ones listed above are happening more frequently and intensely due to
climate change

§ We are also seeing a global trend affecting many countries across the world that are focused on reversing their green house energy
emissions, a trend that seems to exclude Australia

§ This sparked our interest in learning more about our country's lag in green energy initiatives, so we took a look at Australia's history of
consumption, emissions, and dependence on fossil fuels to see if we could discover why we are so far behind

§ We concluded that a real sense of urgency exists for Australia to action its green energy transition. We also looked at what some of the
necessary steps would be for Australia to achieve zero emissions, as promised by all G7 leaders, and have provided some potential actionable
recommendations that we believe will assist in ensuring greener energy policies in the future

Why This Report? 
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Part I: Australia’s History of Conspicuous Energy Consumption and High Emissions



Pre-Federation Australia: A Coal Goldmine

Coal was discovered in the 1800s in every state in Australia and as technology advanced, Australians were able to convert this resource
into power, ultimately leading to major cities being powered with electricity

Post World War II: The Rise of Coal

Following WWII, Australia experienced rapid economic growth which ultimately led to the construction of several coal-fired power
stations. Coal exports boomed and electric railways spread across the nation as the cost of electricity trended downwards, making it
more widespread

☀ 1960s - 1980s: Solar Power Research

Environmentally conscious minds started to experiment with renewable energy resources, such as solar power. Australia led global
research into solar power and installed more than half a million PV solar systems

💧 The 1990s: A Gradual Move Away from Hydroelectricity

In 1992, the last major hydroelectric dam was built in Tasmania, after backlash from the community regarding the knock-on effect the 
construction and maintenance of these schemes had on the environment, not to mention the associated costs

💨 The 2000s: The Growth of Commercial-Use Wind Farms

In 2009, Australia announced plans for three large scale wind farming projects to offset Australia’s energy needs. A plan for a
desalination plant 100% powered by renewable energy was also announced

Energy in Australia: A Brief History
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§ Australia has been benefiting from an abundance of both fossil
fuels and renewable fuels. However, historically speaking, most
of our country's needs have been met by fossil fuels

§ Currently, fossil fuels are used to resource three-quarters of
domestic electricity and provide the cheapest electricity in
the world. Australia’s transportation system is also heavily
reliable on oil, some of which the country imports

o In 2019, fossil fuels sources contributed to 79% of total
electricity generation in Australia, with most it coming from coal
(56%)

§ In recent years, Australia has also invested in renewable
energy, though compared to its potential this type of energy
only accounts for a modest proportion of Australia's primary
energy consumption. However, this number increases each
year (+12% currently compared to 2018)

○ In 2019, renewable energy sources contributed to 21% of total
electricity generation in Australia, with most of it coming from
wind (7%), solar (7%) and hydro (5%)
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Energy in Australia: How Do We Consume Today?

Source: Department of Industry, Science, Energy, and Resources



§ Australia has one of the most polluting electricity grids in the world. To date, we still contribute about 1.5% of the world’s total
carbon emissions and the fossil fuels we export, mainly coal to China and India, make up another 3.6% of emissions when burned. In
2019 Australia exported AU$17 billion of thermal coal to Japan, China, and South Korea (ABC News, 2020)

§ In 2020, the Australian government calculated the country’s net emissions to be 510.10 million tones C02-equivalent, with the power
sector being the single largest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions, as it makes up one third of the country’s total emissions
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Energy in Australia: What About Our Current Emissions?



§ Australia is one of the few countries well placed to become a leader in renewable energy due to its abundance of natural resources,
as well as its economic position and strong trade relationships. However, Australia is lagging behind other developed countries
when it comes to decarbonising its energy mix. We are also far from energy sufficient compared to other countries who have put
better policies in place, such as members of the European Union

§ Despite an increase in the use of renewable energy resources, Australia still emits more than twice as much per person as the
average G20 country in terms of greenhouse gas emissions. At present, Australia is the world’s twentieth largest consumer of
energy, and fifteenth in terms of per capita energy use. On a per capita basis, Australia’s carbon footprint, including export, is
nine times higher than China, four times that of the United States, and 37 times that of India

§ Australia has a combined fleet of 19.2 million vehicles which are among the world’s most polluting and least fuel efficient.
Furthermore, while 80 % of light duty vehicles sold globally are subject to climate pollution and fuel economy standards, Australia
has no such rules for the cars, motorbikes, and trucks sold here
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Energy in Australia: How Do We Compare to Other Countries?



1. Politics

○ In the recent years, climate has become an ideological battle framed around politics instead of science. Three out of Prime Minister Scott
Morrison’s four most recent predecessors lost power after trying to curb the country’s emissions of greenhouse gases

○ According to The Guardian (2021), government officials have routinely overestimated what national emissions will be, particularly in relation to
electricity, as well as failing to appreciate how quickly wind and solar would be taken up. This means that almost every year projections of future
emissions come down, making it appear easier to meet targets – not necessarily because of government actions, but because the modelling is
catching up with reality

2. Grid Problems

○ Australia’s complex tangle of electricity grid connection, congestion, and system strength is becoming a major barrier to the next big wave of
renewable energy. Investors have to consider congestion, curtailment, and also connection risks

○ Victoria’s grid, for instance, was designed for electricity to flow mostly from coal-fired generators in the Latrobe Valley in the state’s East to the
remainder of the state, but most renewable energy generation is located in the state’s West

3. Lobbying from the Coal Industry

o Coal is Australia’s second-biggest export, bringing in almost AU$70 billion in 2019; and with such a powerful industry comes obvious incentives for
all stakeholders involved to ensure Australia continues to rely on coal

o According to Greenpeace (2019), the coal industry is a network centred around the world’s biggest coal companies involving some of the
wealthiest and well-connected people in Australia who use established relationships within industry groups, lobbying, and sections of the media
to influence decisions at the highest levels
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Energy in Australia: Why Are We So Far Behind With Green Energy?



Part II: Why We Need to Act Now in Relation to Green Energy



Australia’s Green Energy Transition: Why Act Now?

🌍 Global and National Opinions are Favourable: 

§ According to a recent study done by EY (2020), decarbonisation is
a clear global megatrend in 2020, a trend due in part to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The recent election of Joe Biden as
President of the United States and his desire to push the climate
crisis to the forefront of his agenda has forced a lot of countries to
adopt a net-zero emissions target by 2050

§ A recent survey from The Guardian states 7 out of 10 Australians
are demanding more green energy policies from the government

Nothing is Forever: 

§ At our current rate of production, Australia will exhaust its
reserves of black coal within 125 years (ABC News, 2021)

💸 There are actual measurable consequences of getting the country’s green 
energy wrong (EY, 2021):

§ Efforts later on will be more difficult and expensive

§ Increased reliance on pulling carbon out of the air using uncertain 
negative emissions technologies



Recent Actions Taken By The Australian Government & Oil Companies

§ Following the recent G7 summit, Australia has announced its support for a “technology-driven transition to net zero emissions.” 
Australia is working on agreements to develop clean technologies with several countries:

🇯🇵 Deal with Japan aimed at making low-and-zero emissions technologies cost competitive with existing technologies 

🇸🇬 AU$30 million agreement with Singapore for a public-private-partnership focused on low-emissions shipping

🇩🇪 Signed joined declaration with Germany to reaffirm commitment to work together on commercialising and buying green 
hydrogen

§ The Australian Government has also announced increased funding towards green energy policies:

💰 AU$540 million to boost the domestic development of hydrogen production and carbon capture and storage

💰 AU$566 million over the next eight years dedicated to international partnerships with the aim of making meaningful differences 
to climate change across the globe

§ Individual companies including large oil and gas organisations are shifting their business strategies as institutional investors are increasingly
willing to force corporations to act in a more environmentally conscious manner:

○ Tiny activity investor Engine No.1, with just a 0.01 percent stake and no history of activism in oil and natural gas managed to secure 
two seats on ExxonMobil’s Board of Directors in May 2021 (Australian Financial Review, 2021)

○ Royal Dutch Shell was ordered by a Dutch court in May 2021 to slash its emissions harder and faster than planned, a decision that 
could have far-reaching consequences for the rest of the global fossil fuel industry (AFR, 2021)

○ DuPont recently saw an 81% vote against management on plastic pollution disclosure (AFR, 2021)



Australia’s Green Energy Transition: States Leading The Way

According to EY (2019), there needs to be significant involvement from State Governments in Australia to set their own strong policy 
platforms to increase investment in decarbonised projects  
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☀ South Australia, Hydrogen Road Map

§ South Australia is focusing on a hydrogen economy on the
horizon, having recognised the tremendous benefits and
opportunities attached to it

§ Experts say that with the right conditions, exports of
Australian hydrogen could be worth $1.7 billion a year and
generate 2,800 jobs by 2030

§ South Australia has developed a Hydrogen Road Map that
sets out a clear course to a hydrogen economy. The state aims
to capitalise on its competitive advantages, which include
high renewable energy deployment and wind and solar
resources, to accelerate the transition to being a producer,
consumer and exporter of hydrogen

☀Western Australia, Renewable Hydrogen Capital of Australia

§ The City of Karratha in the Pilbara region of Western Australia is
looking to establish itself as “the renewable hydrogen capital of
Australia”, building on the exceptionally good solar and wind
potential in the Pilbara, as well as its gas processing and export
infrastructure

§ The company, Yara Pilbara, based in Dampier, Karratha, is
investigating the feasibility of a pilot project to produce renewable
hydrogen and feed it into its existing facilities for ammonia
production. Ammonia is currently produced with natural gas, but
can also be produced from green hydrogen through electrolysis of
water with electricity from solar energy - with zero carbon
emissions. Ammonia is used for fertiliser production and can also be
used to export green hydrogen

§ This is an example of vision and commitment from local
government, with co-operation from the private sector



Why Australia’s Current Actions Are Simply Not Enough

§ Australia has refused to endorse a plan in the G7 leaders’
communique that proposed axing public funding within a year
for any coal-fired power generation that was not abated
through carbon capture, use, and storage (Australian Financial
Review,2021)

○ The net zero target by 2050 is a deeply divisive proposal within
the Coalition. As a result, the Prime Minister has been pivoting
towards the target slowly in an attempt to avoid too much in-
fighting, and has so far announced no clear policies on how
Australia will reduce emissions

§ The reality is that Australia’s current targets are inadequate.
Our current target, set in 2015, was to reduce emissions by 28%
to 26% on 20o5 levels by 2030

○ The Federal Government’s own published data shows Australia’s
greenhouse gas pollution levels are expected to continue to go
up over the next decade (Climate Council, 2019)

○ Australia’s greenhouse gas pollution levels have been going up
for four consecutive years now, and our pollution levels –
excluding unreliable land use emissions – are now at a record
high

👎Despite a ‘boom’ in renewable energy construction over the last four years (7,400 MW new capacity added) only 700MV of
dispatchable capacity and 190 MW of transmission interconnection capacity have been added (PwC, 2019)



Part III: How Can Australia Improve in Relation to Green Energy? 



🔎 Mandatory Energy Audits: Mandatory energy audits are an important policy tool that can help businesses identify opportunities to improve energy 
efficiency, benchmark improvements, and identify negative trends 

🥕 Agreements with Incentives for Industry: National governments can enter into agreements with businesses in the manufacturing sector to improve
energy efficiency. They can link this to incentives or other types of financial support for achievements

⚡ Dedicated Policy to Encourage Energy Management: National governments can improve energy efficiency in industries by encouraging the
implementation of energy management systems (EnMS). An EnMS standard provides ways for industrial and commercial facilities to integrate energy
efficiency into their management practices

Examples of Good Policies Implemented Overseas
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🔋 Power
○ Phase Out Coal

■ Coal needs to be phased out globally by 2050, with OECD
countries (which includes Australia) going first with a 2030
phase out

○ Zero Carbon Electricity

■ Instead of coal and gas, the 2050 power system will consist
entirely of renewable and other zero and low carbon
sources, with renewables showing the most promise at this
point in time

✈ Transport
○ Cars

■ By 2035, most cars sold need to be zero-emission vehicles,
given that a new car will stay on the road for around 15
years

○ Switching Modes of Transport

■ This transition will be made easier by reducing demand for
personal transport, increasing public transport, and shifting
transport to rail where possible

○ Aviation and Shipping
■ There is significant untapped potential for aviation and 

shipping in relation to using biofuels

Ways Australia Can Move Towards Zero Emissions 
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🏢 Buildings
○ Retrofitting Buildings

■ Existing buildings will need to be retrofitted. Building
renovation rates should increase from <1% in 2015 to 5%
in 2022. Governments can help by offering cheap loans
and setting retrofit obligations

○ New Building Standards

■ All new buildings should be fossil free and near zero
energy by 2030. Policies can catalyse change through
setting minimum building standards, extending
obligations from public buildings to the whole of the
economy, and by providing low-interest loans

🏭 Industry
○ New Low Carbon Factories

■ From 2020, all new installations should be built
according to the best available low carbon technology
standard, which excludes building conventional blast
furnaces

○ Energy Efficiency
■ Decarbonising the industry sector needs to be

achieved through increasing energy efficiency as well
as emissions efficiency (fuel switching and process
changes / innovation), material efficiency, and
demand reductions



Australia: Potential Actionable Recommendations (1 / 3)
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🏭 Changes to the Manufacturing Industry:

q Some Ideas Could Be:

💡Manufacturing low carbon technologies locally

💡Cleaning up and modernising existing manufacturing

💡Manufacturing, using, and exporting renewable hydrogen

q Why This is a Good Idea:

Job creation

Potential to increase domestic and international 
competitiveness

q Challenges:

🧐 The coal industry has significant lobbying power and might see
this move as a threat to its existence. To work, there needs to be
strong support from the government and financial incentives for
individuals looking to move into the manufacturing industry.

🔋 Incentivising Electricity Generation, Transmission and Storage,   
and Energy Exports

q Some Ideas Could Be:

💡 Rolling out community solar photovoltaic (PV) systems

💡 Improving the local and international transmission and distribution of 
electricity

💡 Improving the distributed storage of electricity 

💡 Cleaning up and modernising existing manufacturing 

💡 Manufacturing, using, and exporting renewable hydrogen

q Why This is a Good Idea:

This could solve the current grid problem and create more
opportunities for projects to be fully commissioned and completed

q Challenges:

🧐 Integrating renewable energy sources into the electricity grid.
Renewable energy generation sources have different physical
characteristics to conventional sources, as well as having weather-
dependent outputs and are located in remote parts of the electricity
grid.



Australia: Potential Actionable Recommendations (2 / 3)
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🏢 Directing Infrastructure Investment Towards Zero 
Carbon Activities

q Some Ideas Could Be:

💡Building renovation and retrofitting of State and Federal Government
infrastructure

q Why This is a Good Idea:

Approximately 20% of Australia’s Greenhouse gas emissions are from
buildings

The Federal and State Governments occupy more than 25% of the
commercial building stock in Australia and they spend over $450 million a
year on energy and water. If these commercial buildings were retrofitted
it could mean over $2 billion in operational savings over 25 years

q Challenges:

🧐 Incentives to renovate and/or retrofit are low, which means that at
present only 0.5% - 1% of government building stock gets renovated
each year

🧐Regulatory barrier: fragmented market and the government is not
currently a strong driver of this kind of investment

🧐 Economic barrier: high upfront costs and payback expectations
🧐Knowledge barrier: lack of information and awareness
🧐 Social barrier: interruption to building operations

✈ Rethinking and Decarbonising Transport

q Some Ideas Could Be:

💡Constructing infrastructure for low-carbon transport

💡Decarbonising public transport services, government fleet
vehicles, freight, and private vehicles

q Why This is a Good Idea:

Financial incentives for people looking to purchase or already
owning an electric vehicle

Building a real electric public transport infrastructure will have
supply-and-demand-side benefits

q Challenges:

🧐Accelerated adoption of low and zero emissions vehicles must be
supported by an efficient and holistic approach to road transport
network operations, planning, and management



Australia: Potential Actionable Recommendations (3 / 3)
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🔬Investing in Research, Training, Innovation, and 
Technology

q Some Ideas Could Be:

💡 Investing in data-driven renewables solutions and innovation

💡 Supporting renewable energy upskilling opportunities

q Why This is a Good Idea:

Gain competitive advantage and knowledge

Support new job opportunities 

q Challenges:

🧐 Investment in research and development always involves risks, with new
products potentially being more difficult or costly to develop than
anticipated

🌍 Regulatory and Government Driven Climate Actions 

q Some Ideas Could Be:

💡 Implementing a net-zero emission target linked to a 1.5 degree outcome

q Why This is a Good Idea:

Help support emissions reductions across all sectors of the economy

q Challenges:

🧐 The Federal Government has so far failed to implement strong climate 
policies due, in part, to its strong ties to the coal industry
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